National Socialist Economy

We face one of the most tragic and uncertain depressions that civilization has ever seen. The rich and
elite have exploited and sucked the last dollar, through lies and deceit, out of the very people who have
fought and worked to build this country. We have had the time and resources to leave our children a
rich culture and a powerful future, yet we are leaving them nothing but ash and debt.
Our industries have been forced and beaten into producing maximum quantities without proper
regulations or concern for a sustainable future. Our farmlands have been worked and milked of almost
all of their nutrients. Nature is dying and crying out in vain, a warning that falls on deaf ears because
maximum profit is the highest ideological value of our degenerating society.
National Socialism teaches us that the economy serves the Nation and the people of the Nation. It
guides economic policy to be a sustainable mechanism to feed and build the Nation for all the people of
the Nation. National Socialism teaches us that hard work, honor, pride, and strong family values are the
backbone of the working class. As the backbone of its citizenship and its foundation for the future, the
economy is not simply something to be exploited for greed and profit. Such exploitation is a crime
against the Nation and our People!
Our crippled economy is getting worse through allowing third world immigrants and illegal aliens into
our Nation. Some will argue that these immigrants provide cheap labor that could benefit the economy.
We ask, what can people from a third world country contribute to our economy? The only ones that
benefit are big business and the illegal aliens. How can people from Nations who still chop off hands
with machetes, rape babies, grow drugs, and produce little industrial innovation be of any purpose to
our great Nation? They merely wish to leech off of our resources and fill jobs for lower pay, jobs that
should be given to our citizens and their families at a realistic wage. It is those brave and honest working
class white folk who have built this Nation. Their strength is the reason our Nation has not yet collapsed.
We do not have much time! Join us in our struggle to free ourselves from dishonor and extinction!
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